

























	How to Make Remote Work - WORK
	By:  Kaitlin A. Brown, Esq.

	I. Social and legal trends for remote work arrangements
	A. Statistics about employers providing remote work opportunities.
	1. 85% of employers participating in IWG survey reported that productivity has increased in their business as a result of greater flexibility.0F
	2. In 2018, most employers (56%) were offering remote work, either through a hybrid approach of allowing/requiring it (40%) or by being fully remote (16%).1F
	3. Most employers use a virtual workforce in some way (63%)2F .
	4. In 2017, the industries which had the greatest number of employees who worked at home on an average day included: (i) management, business, and financial operations; (ii) professional; and (iii) sales.3F
	5. The number of employees working remotely increases with the greater wages/salary earned and with advancement of education.4F
	6. Employers who are offering remote-friendly options see 25% less turnover.5F

	B. Statistics about how employees view remote work opportunities.
	1. Employees who work from home at least once a month are 24% more likely to feel happy and productive at work.6F
	2. The top three reasons why employees choose to work remotely include increased productivity, removing the commute, and work/life balance.7F
	3. Millennial employees are seeking fulfillment and meaning in their work, which often requires flexibility and work-life balance.  This can often be achieved through remote work opportunities.  69% of millennials are reported as willing to trade othe...

	C. The national context of cases interpreting remote work arrangements.
	1. According to Bloomberg Law, which reviewed court decisions addressing whether employers are required to provide telework as an accommodation to employees with disabilities, the employee won in 30% of the cases and employer won in 70% of the cases.9F
	a. Generally speaking, the employee won (and was entitled to telework opportunities) when the remote work option was provided to non-disabled employees with the same or similar job, or when the request was for a limited duration and for a partial work...


	D. The global context in terms of legislation promoting flexible working arrangements, according to IWG. 10F
	1. Netherlands: “employees with at least one year of service with an employer with at least 20 employees are entitled to ask for a change, increase or decrease in their working hours as well as the ability to work from another location.”
	2. Norway: employees have “the right to flexible working hours if this can be arranged without major inconvenience to the employer.”
	3. UK: “all employees that have worked for the same employer for at least 26 weeks may ‘make a statutory application’ for flexible working.”
	4. Italy: “establishes the equality of workers performing the same duties even if remotely.”

	E. Benefits of remote work.
	1. Work/life balance.  Time is a busy person’s greatest asset.  Remote work takes out the commute and permits them to spend more time finding the balance, while still contributing at work.
	2. Increased productivity.  Remote work has the potential for increasing productivity, by letting employees work when they are most effective.  It also permits employees to work from a place that allows them to get into the “zone.”
	3. Increased efficiency for positions that don’t require a full time engagement.  Just as companies contract out for legal assistance, so too can they contract with accountants, human resources, CFO, etc. This also has the effect of reducing related b...
	4. Retain top talent.  Highly qualified workers are available, but not always on the traditional schedule.  The most qualified workers also may not be located in the same place as the business.
	5. Technology has enabled a virtual workplace.  Even without formally adopting a remote work practice, many companies operate with employees working remotely.  Think of when employees call in from different locations to participate in a conference cal...

	F. Drawbacks to remote work.
	1. Not all work can be performed remotely.  Some work requires coordination with others at particular times, interaction in-person, handling specific products, etc.
	2. Diminished in-person conversations that may decrease engagement.
	3. Lack of structure to regularly promote accountability.  Employers need to create alternate mechanisms to establish expectations and monitor performance.
	4. Depending on where the remote work is being performed, other distractions may arise, decreasing productivity. The employee will need to manage these distractions, similar to how they manage the distractions at work.
	5. Lack of trust factor can create misconceptions of reality.  When an employee doesn’t answer phone or e-mail remotely, there is a greater tendency to assume that employee is not engaged in work.  However, even employees in the office succumb to dist...

	G. General takeaways for employers to consider.
	1. Performance management must be conducted in a way that motivates employees, so they see opportunities for advancement on the horizon and meaningful work that is appreciated by others in the present.
	2. Creating opportunities for employees to work remotely successfully may not only attract the more skilled workers but also increase retention (thereby reducing the cost of replacing employees), if done in an effective way that is based on a relation...
	3. A 2000 study found that “those most likely to succeed at working remotely are people who have worked with others at the main worksite before, have similar work styles, like one another, have access to high-end technology that helps them collaborate...
	4. Employees do not go to work to get work done.12F   Rather, they go to work early in the mornings when nobody is there or stay late at night after everybody has left or come in on the weekends.  They describe the office as an “interruption factory” ...


	II. Statutes implicated by employee requests to work remotely
	A. Americans with Disabilities Act (reasonable accommodations to qualified persons with disabilities).
	1. Employers with 15 or more employees must not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities and must provide reasonable accommodations to such individuals, provided it does not impose an undue hardship on the company.
	2. A qualified individual with a disability is “a person who meets legitimate skill, experience, education, or other requirements of an employment position that he or she holds or seeks, and who can perform the ‘essential functions’ of the position wi...
	3. A reasonable accommodation is “a modification or an adjustment to a job or the work environment that will enable a qualified applicant or employee with a disability to participate in the application process or to perform essential job functions. Re...
	a. Examples of reasonable accommodation include “making existing facilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable by an individual with a disability; restructuring a job; modifying work schedules; acquiring or modifying equipment; providi...

	4. An undue hardship includes “‘an action requiring significant difficulty or expense’ when considered in light of a number of factors. These factors include the nature and cost of the accommodation in relation to the size, resources, nature, and stru...

	B. Family and Medical Leave Act (12 weeks of unpaid leave to eligible employees for covered reason).
	1. Employers with 50 or more employees must provide eligible employees with 12 weeks of unpaid leave for covered reasons, which include the employee’s own serious health condition, in a certain 12-month time period.
	2. Eligible employees must have worked for the employer for at least 12 months (not required to be consecutive), worked 1,250 hours in the 12 months prior to the leave, and work at a location where the employer has at least 50 employees in a 75 mile r...
	3. The 12-month time period may be a calendar year, 12 months from the first time the employee takes leave, a fixed year (such as a fiscal year), or a rolling 12-month period measured back from the date of FMLA use.
	4. This leave may be taken intermittently or as one continuous period.
	5. Employer must provide required notices to employees.
	a. Notice of Rights & Eligibility
	b. Certification forms
	c. Designation Notice


	C. Fair Labor Standards Act (wage and hour).
	1. Classification of employees as exempt or non-exempt.
	a. Exempt (requires payment on a salary basis that meets the certain salary threshold, and with the employee having particular job duties that meet exempt classifications such as executive, professional, administrative, etc.).  These employees are not...
	b. Anticipated changes with DOL proposed rule will result in an increase in the salary level threshold.
	c. Non-exempt (employees paid an hourly rate, paid a salary that does not meet the salary threshold, or paid a salary without having the requisite job duties to be exempt).  These employees are entitled to overtime pay at a rate of 1.5 times their reg...
	i. Consider meal and rest periods.
	ii. Employers are required to track hours worked by non-exempt employees.  Employers must pay for each hour worked by non-exempt employee, even if in violation of an overtime policy requiring prior approval from management.


	2. Penalties for failure to pay minimum wage and overtime owed includes paying all wages owed for the past two years, plus liquidated damages in the same amount.  A willful violation may result in payment of amounts owed going back three years.

	D. Occupational Safety and Health Act (safe and healthful work conditions).
	1. Consider whether the remote work environment complies with the safety requirements of OSHA.
	2. OSHA’s published instructions on Home-Based Worksites states that OSHA “will not hold employers liable for employees' home offices, and does not expect employers to inspect the home offices of their employees.”17F   If OSHA receives a complaint abo...
	3. According to OSHA, “Employers are responsible in home worksites for hazards caused by materials, equipment, or work processes which the employer provides or requires to be used in an employee's home.”18F
	4. Employers must keep records of injuries in the home office or other remote work location, if they meet the recordability criteria.

	E. Workers’ Compensation (workplace injuries).
	1. If the remote employee is injured in the remote environment, the employee may be entitled to workers’ compensation benefits.  Have a conversation with your carrier prior to approving the remote work, to identify the standards required for the remot...

	F. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
	1. Covered entities (e.g., health plans, health care clearinghouses, and any health care provider who transmits health information in electronic form) along with Business Associates (i.e., person or entity performing certain functions or activities th...

	G. Out-of-State laws.
	1. Foreign Qualification Requirements.  Depending on applicable state law, employing a remote worker in another state may mean that the employer is considered as carrying out business in that state and thereby required to apply for foreign qualificati...
	2. Income, Sales and Use Tax.  When a business has a tax nexus, or presence, in another state outside the one in which it is incorporated, then the employer may be liable for income, sales, and use tax in that other state.
	3. Home Occupation Permit.  Depending on state and local laws, some zoning laws require permits for remote workers, depending on the circumstances.


	III. Best practices for holding employees accountable through remote work policies and agreements
	A. Is the employee working in a position that can be successfully performed remotely?
	1. Maintain and regularly update job descriptions.
	2. Consider the amount of interaction and collaboration required.
	a. If onsite presence, spontaneous conversations and availability for meetings is required as a part of the job, remote work may not be a feasible option.
	b. Consider whether a portion of the employee’s work is independent, in which case such work might actually be productive when at home uninterrupted.

	3. Consider classification and requirements for paying hourly wage.
	a. Documentation of hours worked.


	B. What resources are necessary to maintain accountability and productivity?
	1. Teleconferencing and videoconferencing software, including training on how to use the software.
	2. Require password for logging in to any remote electronic device.
	3. Enable program that allows you to wipe the electronic device remotely, if it is ever lost.
	4. Obtain employee’s commitment that the employee will be the only individual using the device and that no other individual shall be permitted to access or otherwise use the electronic device.  The employee will also not share the username and passwor...
	5. Consider whether you would like to use remote monitoring software.  Again, consider the trust factor and whether this extra monitoring would incentivize the employee or restrict the employee’s ability to work freely without the feeling of constantl...
	6. Consider using a two-factor authentication system.  Create an automatic sleep factor after a certain duration of time that automatically locks the computer/device that requires a password to log in for future use.
	7. Consider using screensharing technology.

	C. How will supervisors measure and manage the productivity of the remote worker?
	1. Consider the level of trust between the employee, coworkers, and the manager.
	2. If the employee has had a longer tenure with the company and knows the procedures and operations and employees, then it is more likely that coworkers will trust that the remote worker will continue to perform the work and it will be easier to gauge...

	D. Does the workplace environment meet safety standards for OSHA and workers’ compensation insurance?
	E. Memorialize the arrangement in a remote work agreement, supported by a company policy.  Factors to consider include:
	1. Establish eligibility requirements for remote work.
	2. Confirm the term of remote work, when it will end, and the option to extend or otherwise modify.  For example, modifications may be necessary if business needs are not met, there is a change in employment status or job requirements, if employee’s p...
	3. Identify remote work location, free from distractions and interruptions that may interfere with work, and that is free from hazards and other dangers to employee.
	4. Explain the equipment and other technology that will be installed and maintained to ensure appropriate communication and security.  Specifically identify any company equipment that is being provided or other technology which must be available at th...
	5. Establish measures that will be taken to maintain security and confidentiality of company information and networks, client/customer information, and any PHI electronically transmitted.
	6. Address how expenses will be reimbursed by the employer or assumed by employee, in relation to the supplies, equipment, or technology required to work remotely.
	7. Establish expectations for performance, productivity, schedule, and accountability in objective, quantifiable, or otherwise measurable ways.
	8. Identify method and responsibility for accurately reporting time worked.
	9. Include agreement to monitoring procedures to confirm safe work space, confirm employee is working in compliance with the agreement, and for retrieving company property.
	10. Address income tax responsibility.
	11. Establish remedies upon breach of remote work arrangement or violation of the policy.





